Exploratorium Project Kit
Congratulations! You’re going to The Exploratorium! Use these project
ideas to enrich your educational experience. Read through them before you
go to make sure you understand the terms and concepts, and to help you
determine if you want to expand upon any of them. You’ll find fun facts and
printable worksheets at the end of this packet.
a- elementary level activity

b- middle school level activity

c- high school level activity

Language Arts
There is so much to see at The Exploratorium! Choose one of the exhibits that you’d like to
explore deeper. Then complete one of the activities below:
a. Imagine you are only 1 inch tall! Explore your favorite exhibit and talk about how it might
look or feel if you were very small. Use your exploration to create a story and tell your
story to others. You can even draw a picture for your story and write it down if you want!
b. Imagine you were going to teach about your favorite exhibit to a class of students just
like you! How would you get your students excited about it? What would you teach
them? Write a short lesson plan and then find someone to give your lesson to. Don’t
forget to include questions to get your student(s) thinking!
c. Imagine you lived 1000 years ago. If you saw your exhibit for the first time, what would
you think? What would you try to do with it? Could you find a useful purpose for it? How
could you use it to improve your life or the lives of others? Write a short essay about
your ideas.
Materials required: Notebook, pen/pencil
Submission: A copy of your writings/drawing, and any pictures/videos
Teaching or learning notes:
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Applied Math
How much money does The Exploratorium make from visitors? They average $25 per ticket
sold. How many people come to The Exploratorium every day? There are several ways to
estimate this: ask someone who works there, find out the area of the building and divide it into
representative areas that you can count and multiply, or find the information on the internet.
How much does The Exploratorium make in a day? In a month? In a year?
a. Talk about the math and make verbal estimates with your teacher. Write down your
math.
b. Do the calculations on your own and write everything down. Talk about expenses and
how those affect The Exploratorium’s profit.
c. Do the calculations, write it down, and ask more questions to determine The
Exploratorium’s estimated costs (don’t forget staff, the building lease, utilities, etc.).
Estimate gross and net incomes per day, month, and year. Run a hypothetical model to
see how the numbers change if attendance or costs decline or increase.
Materials required: Notebook, pen/pencil, calculator or smartphone (optional)
Submission: Your calculations, estimations, and conclusions, and any pictures/videos
Teaching or learning notes:
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Science
There is more science in The Exploratorium to see and do than you could possibly do in one
day! Take some time with one of your favorite exhibits to document the science. What questions
were the scientists asking that inspired them to think of this exhibit? How did they go about
testing their ideas? What did they need to build their exhibit/experiment? What questions were
answered from their experimenting?
a. Talk about what goes into doing an experiment. What methods did the scientists use to
create the exhibit? Draw or write about your ideas.
b. Practice using the Scientific Method to analyze the exhibit. What was the scientist's initial
question? What was their hypothesis? How did they test it and what did they conclude?
Write down your analysis.
c. Design your own experiment. After analyzing an exhibit and how it’s creators used the
Scientific Method, use the same method to ask and answer your own question. Design
your own exhibit to show others your work or explain how you can use the same exhibit
to answer your own question. Draw a picture or explain it in a short essay. If you want,
take it a step further and actually perform your experiment and write down your
conclusions!
Materials required: Notebook, pen/pencil
Submission: A copy of your drawings, diagrams, maps, or designs, and any pictures/videos
Teaching or learning notes:
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Social Studies
San Francisco is a popular tourist location. Throughout your trip pay attention to the people
around you. Can you tell if any of them are foreign travellers? Do some come from other states?
How can you tell? What other languages can you hear? How far did they travel? Do they look
like they're enjoying their vacation? How large are their groups that they are travelling in? How
well do you feel The Exploratorium is representing America, California, or San Francisco?
a. Pay attention to the people around you. Find at least one group of tourists and see if you
can find out where they are from. Be discreet and polite while you look and listen for
clues. Write down the clues you found. If you are brave, ask them where they are from
and tell them you hope they are having fun on their trip!
b. See how many languages or accents you can identify. Where are those languages or
accents spoken? What can you guess about the travellers based on their language or
accent? How far did they have to travel to come to The Exploratorium? Why do you think
they picked The Exploratorium, or San Francisco? Is there anything like this in their
home country? Write about your ideas.
c. What makes San Francisco so popular for tourists? The Exploratorium gives you lots of
clues about the city’s rich history. Do a little research about the area, including the use of
the pier before it became what it is now. Write a short essay about San Francisco and
why it is such an interesting city.
Materials required: Notebook, pen/pencil, smartphone (optional)
Submission: A copy of your writings/drawings, and any pictures/videos
Teaching or learning notes:
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Fun Facts
● 550,000 people visit the Exploratorium each year, including 130,000 students
and teachers.

● 120 high school students are hired and trained as Explainers, the museum’s
docents.

● The Exploratorium boasts nine acres of piers, public park, and open water. Wired
pier monitors on Pier 15, the roof, and under water capture weather patterns, Bay
currents, and air-quality data for researchers at UC Berkeley, the
Romberg-Tiburon Center, and the United States National Oceanic and
Atmospheric Administration.

● There are 670 exhibits on display at Pier 15 created by staff scientists, artists and
designers. New exhibits are always in development.

● The exhibits at the Exploratorium get a lot of use. The total repairs required over
month is often over 400!

● 80% of the world’s science centers use Exploratorium-designed exhibits,
programs, or ideas. The Exploratorium is considered one of the most important
science museums in the world.

● Educators from the Exploratorium travel to India annually to teach Western
science to Buddhist monks, an initiative of the Dalai Lama!
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The Exploratorium
1.

Draw a picture of your favorite exhibit.

2. Describe your favorite exhibit and why you love it..

3. What is one thing you learned about kinetic energy and how did
you learn it?
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4. Draw or describe one example of engineering you saw.

5. Describe or draw one exhibit you saw about color.

6. Explain the science behind one of your favorite exhibits.
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BONUS:
Explain the similarities and difference between light waves and sound
waves. Include examples of each type of wave.
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